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As a re ult of rapid population growth the
pressure of population on the land has increased
particular!-" in Asia Less productive land has
teen brought into cultivation and erosion and loss
of fertility have become major problems A
substantial increase in output is required to pre
vent a fill in per capita income as population
grows and an even greater acreage is reauireJ if
livms .standards are to be unproved Between
1960 and 1967 food production in the developing
countries as a group increased by 20 per cent
but per capita food production rose by only 1 per
cent Even ui those countries with plenty of
land a rapid increase in population diverts scarce
investment resources away from directly produc
tive investments such as factories and irrigation
projects so as to meet the needs of the expanding
population for n ore school? hospitals housing
cities and other public service^
International Trade
Almost all underdeveloped countries export
piunary products (foodstuffs industrial raw
materials and minerals) and import manufactured
good* especially the capital goods (plant
machinery and vehicles) required for develop
ment This International division of labour has
recently operated to the disadvantage of the
underdeveloped countries The world demand
for their primary products has increased only very
slowly This is because people spend just a small
part of their additional income on food (e g tea
coffee cocoa) because synthetic substitutes have
been developed for many raw materials (fg
rubber cotton jute) because developed countries
protect their own agriculture (ea sugar) and
because demand in the developed countries has
moved towards commodities with low raw
material content (ea from heavy industries to
services) In consequence the general trend has
been for the prices of primary products to fall
This was an important cause of the improvement
m Britain s terms of trade (zee 66) The reverse
of the com -was a deterioration rn the terms of trade
of many underdeveloped countries %e they could
now buy fewer imports for a given quantity of
exports Primary commodities exported by
developing countries decreased in price on average
by 15 per cent over the period 1957-62 and in
creased by only 4 per cent between 1662 and 1968
Over the period 1957-68 their terms of trade
worsened by 12 per cent This contributed to the
shortage of foreign, exchange which restricts in
vestment expenditures m many underdeveloped
countries
The prices of various primary products tend to
fluctuate violently from one year to another
Many underdeveloped economies depend heavily
on the exports of one or two commodities For
instance coffee is the most important product in
Brazil cotton in Egypt copper in Zambia sugar
in Cuba cocoa in Ghana and rice in Burma
Fluctuations In the world price of its main export
cause instability in the export revenues of
country and this in turn can produce fluctuations
in income throughout its domestic economy
Industrialisation.
In those; underdeveloped countries where there
la population pressure on the land alternative
em loyment has to he created in industry or
 services Even m countries with a surplus of
and if there is heavy dependence on one or two
primary products industrialisation provides a
means of diversifying the economy
But industrialisation is not an easy course
Because the margin between agricultural pro-
duction and food consumption is narrow the
surplus from the agricultural sector exchangeable
for the products of other sectors—eg industry
and services— is small i e the demand for the
roods and services produced by other sectors is
low A second constraint on industrialisation is
imposed by competition from abroad new in
dustries m an underdeveloped country have to
compete with established industries in developed
countries which have the advantage of experience
a trained labour force and markets big enough for
uhem to reap all the potential economies of large
scale production On the other hand under
developed countries \vith their relatively cheap
labour may have an advantage m the production
of simple labour intensive products witne<»3 the
success of Hong Kong in exporting textiles and
plastic products to the developed countries
Underdeveloped countries can of course take
advantage of the technical advances made in the
developed countries But this is not without its
drawbacks Even In countries with cheap labour
the most profitable techniques of production In
industry ire normally highly capital intensive so
that the amount of investment funds required to
equip a worker is often enormous and the amount
of employment provided jn meeting the local
demand for a manufactured product is often
<anafl Hence the argument for developing an
•ntermedwte technology which is both profitable
and suited to the needs of the trnderdeve'oped
countries
Educated Manpower
Many underdeveloped countries are faced with
the dual problem of unskilled labour surpluses and
scarcities of skilled and educated manpower The
problem is particularly acute to some of the recent
ly independent countries of Africa To give an
extreme example at the time of its independence
in 1964 Zambia had only 100 Zambian university
graduates and 1 200 secondary school graduates in
a population of 3 6 million In such countries the
great shortage of educated and skilled people
enables them to earn high incomes-—with the
result that there is a very unequal distribution of
income And even in countries where surpluses
have developed the existence of an inteinational
market for professional people like doctors and
engineers helps to keep up their earnings these
countries suffer from a brain drain to the
developed world
Because teachers are educated people education
in underdeveloped countries can be very ex
pensive In Uganda m 1065 only 45 per cent of
the children in the relevant age group were at
primary school and only 2 per cent were at
secondary school Yet the salary bin paid to then-
teachers exceeded 2 per cent of the gross domestic
product In such circumstances it is difficult to
meet the demands for universal primary education
especially if the sort of primary education provided
does not enable children to become better farmers
Economic development is not just a matter of
capital accumulation it reamres also an increase
in educated manpower Hot only more know
ledge but also new habits and attitudes—ea
attitudes towards risk taking hard work and
thrift Education—of the right sort and with
suitable content—Is generally acknowledged to be
Important for development although the benefits
of education cannot be quantified at all satis
factorily
Economic Aid
The gap between living standards in the under
developed areas of the world and in the areas
already developed has tended to widen in recent
years In the 1960s real income per capita rose
in the developed countries by 2 7 per cent per
annum on average and In the underdeveloped
countries by S 3 per cent per annum It whb
through a growing world recognition of this
situation that the 1960s were designated The
United Nations Development Decade But

